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Outline
• What are graphs?
• A sample graph
• Steps of using Stata to create graphs
• How to generate initial graphs?
• How to modify graphs?
• Stata examples
• Additional resources
• Conclusions
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What Are Graphs?
• Graphs are pictorial representations or diagrams that 

display data or values in an organized manner.
• In a manuscript, graphs are used when it is difficult to use 

texts to concisely describe the relations between 
variables either because there are too many values in one 
variable or because more than two variables are 
examined.

• Different types of graphs highlight different features of the 
relations between variables. Thus, it is critical that 
researchers choose graphs that can best represent the 
relations between variables.

• Graphs need to contain a data field, a caption, axes, 
scales, and symbols. Sometimes, graphs may also have 
additional data fields, a title, a subtitle, and a note.

https://www.splashlearn.com/math-vocabulary/measurements/data
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A Sample Graph
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Steps of Using Stata to Create Graphs
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• Researchers need to decide what message they want to 
deliver using graphs. Thus, everytime graphs are 
modified, they are getting closer to accurately delivering 
the message.

• The initial graphs can be generated via two methods: 
o Stata graph commands can generate bar charts, scatter 

plots, and many other different charts and plots. 
o Some Stata statistical commands also generate graphs, for 

example, the life table or marginplot commands.

• The initial graphs can be modified via two methods:
o Graph editor allows researchers to modify graphs 

interactively.
o Commands lines can be added to the original Stata 

comands to modify initial graphs.  

Steps of Using Stata to Create Graphs (Cont.)
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How to Generate Initial Graphs?
https://www.stata.com/support/faqs/graphics/gph/stata-graphs/
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How to Generate Initial Graphs (Cont.)
https://www.stata.com/features/publication-quality-graphics/
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How to Generate Initial Graphs (Cont.)
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How to Modify Graphs
• Graphs can be modfied using command lines.
• This method keeps a record of how graphs are created.
• Works best if researchers already know what modifications to the 

graph should be made
• Modify graphs generated by Stata graph commands

• Stata graphics reference manual release 17 
(https://www.stata.com/bookstore/graphics-reference-manual/)

• The Cheatsheet of Data Visualization with Stata, created by Laura 
Hughes and Tim Essam and available at: 
(https://www.stata.com/bookstore/statacheatsheets.pdf)

• Modify graphs generated by other Stata commands
• Some options in Stata graph commands can be applied to graphs 

created by some statistical commands, but not others. 
ltable timevar [deadvar] [if] [in] [weight] [, options]
webuse selvin
ltable t died [freq=pop], graph
ltable t died [freq=pop], graph title("Life Table") subtitle("Using Stata data")

https://www.stata.com/bookstore/graphics-reference-manual/
https://www.stata.com/bookstore/statacheatsheets.pdf
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How to Modify Graphs (Cont.)
Graphs can be modified using Graph Editor 
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Stata Examples
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Stata Examples (Cont.)
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Stata Examples (Cont.)
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Additional Resources
• Video turorials

- https://www.stata.com/features/publication-quality-
graphics/

• Visual overview for creating graphs
- https://www.stata.com/support/faqs/graphics/gph/stata-

graphs/
• Stata cheatsheet

-https://www.stata.com/bookstore/stata-cheat-sheets/
• Stata graphics reference manual release 17

• https://www.stata.com/bookstore/graphics-reference-
manual/

• Michael N. Mitchell (2012) A Visual Guide to Stata 
Graphics, Third Edition, College Station, TX : Stata Press

https://www.stata.com/features/publication-quality-graphics/
https://www.stata.com/support/faqs/graphics/gph/stata-graphs/
https://www.stata.com/bookstore/stata-cheat-sheets/
https://www.stata.com/bookstore/graphics-reference-manual/
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Conclusions
• Graphs are visual presentationof data or the relations between variables.
• Graphs have two parts: data field(s) and non-data objects. The data field 

contains plots or charts, which are created by Stata -graph- command or 
the graph option. The non-data obects can be modified via command lines 
or graph editor.

• Different graphs draw attention to different aspects of relations between 
variables. Thus, it is important to browser through different graphs and 
then choose graphs that can best represent ideas manifested by the 
relations between variables.

• Given different types of graphs Stata can generate, it is not realistic for 
researchers to master all of them. Instead, researchers should focus on 
the graphs they will use and then learn every details of these graphs.

• The command line and graph editor have different strengths and 
weaknesses. The use of command lines keeps the record of how graphs 
are crated but requires users to know exactly what codes are needed. In 
contrast, the use of graph editor modifies graphs by moving objects 
without typing codes but does not keep tract of how graphs are created. 

• For further question, feel free to contact me at wuh@bgsu.edu or stop by 
my office (5D Williams Hall).

mailto:wuh@bgsu.edu
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